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ABSTRACT: this p~per de~ls with the TE modes of pl'op~g~tion 
in parallelogram-shaped waveguides, In p~rticular, some theo
retical consider~tions suggest th~t the dominant mode is at ~ 

lower frequency th~n th~t considered, for some parallelo
grams, in the current liter~ture, This fsct, tested through 
an experiment~l measure ~nd _ numeric~l simulation, h~s been 
found true. 



INTRODUCTION 

Suppose we have e waveguide, uniforM in z direction, in 
which the modes of propagation vary as exp(jwt-~z), 

Assume the metallic surfaces are made of perfect conductor 
and the guide is filled with isotropi~ ideal dieletric, 

The e~pression governing the behaviour of the electromagne
tic fields in this type of waveguide is the well known Hel
molh equation 

where ~ represents either E. or H. for TH and TE Modes res
pectively, while kc is the cutoff wave nUMber and Vt

2 is the 
transverse laplacian operator, 

Representing with k the free-space wave nUMber, this quan
tity is related with kc and ~ through the formula 

where kZ = w z £,. , and,. and t are respectively the 
permeability and perMittivity of the dielectric, 

To properly determine a solution of (1) it is necessary to 
give the correct boundary conditions, i,e, 

(3) 'f' = 0 at the conducting surfaces 

in the case of TH modes; · or 

(4) at the conducting surfaces 

in the case of TE modes, 
The latter condition, which in this work we are more inte

rested to, is the more COMplex to handle, as we shall see, 
HaYing solved (1) for ~ and kc, the other fields components 

are obtained with simple operations of derivation, 
for TE modes we have 

and 

if z is the unit vector directed along the z-axis, 
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THEORV AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The literature on this topic deals only with particular 
cross-sections where the solution is available in terms of ve
ry eleMentary functions [1]. 

Solutions 8re known for the rhoMb (fig. 1) with an acute an
gle of 60" [2], which one can think derived froM the equila
teral triangle [3], and for the parallelogram (fig. 2) with ~ 
base twice as the height and an acute angle of 45· [4], which 
can be considered as derived froM the isosceles triangle with 
a right angle [5]. 
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In the case of the parallelogram is considered as the domi 
nant TE mode the following: 

(5) Hz = Ho { cos(nx/b) + cos(ny/b) } 

(6) ).. c = 2b 

where ): 'c ' is the \ clit ~off wavelenght. 
Nev.ertheless the fo.llowing theoreti'=al considel'ations see. 

negate ~I the {.a.;;,t ,that , (5) and (6) really represent the domi-
nant Node. 0.". "vIl",b;; t 

In fact an examination of the distribution of the transver
se electric field (fig. 3a), suggests that the salle field 
distri~'~t~o.p \,c~l.J.ld ~~ obhined exc.iting in the TEol mode a 
rectangular waveguide with sides 2b and {2 b (fig. 3b), and 
then shaping ~the -cross section, by a parallel displacement of 



the top of the guide, in order to obtain a parallelograM as 
in fig. 3&. In this case the cut-off wavelenght is changed 
from 2V2 b to 2b. . 

If we now excite the TE lo (doMinant ) Mode in the r@ctangu
lar guide so that Ac • 4b and Modify the cross section in 
the saMe way, the electroMagnetic field distribution, for 
continuity reasons, Must modify only as Much is necessary to 
satisfy the new boundary conditions. 

That is, because the main characteristic of this Mode Must 
reMain unchanged, then the vertical COMponent Ev of the elec
tric field on the cross section of the waveguide Must not un
dergo any chang@ of sign. In the previous case, in fact, EM 
did not change sign. Then it is expected an increase of the 
cut-off wavelenght. 

Effectively this Mod@ is the dominant one and then has the 
largest cut-off wQvel@nght. It is not considered in the known 
literature and till now the field equations are not known in 
terms of eleMentary functions. 

y 

b 

2b x 

Fig. 3a - Transverse electric field pattern (TEol ) of 
the parallelograM waveguide with ~z4~·, obtai
ned shaping the rectangUlar guide as indicat@d. 
Th@ cut-off wQvel@nght is Acz2b. 

y 

2b x 

Fig. 3b - Transv@rse electric field pattern of the im
perturbat@d rectangUlar guide excited in the 
TEol Mode. The cut-off wavelenght is Ac"2b V2 . 
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A piece of brass waveguide has been built to verify the cor
rectness of the previsions. SOMe hinges, which allow the rec
tangular cross section to be ch~nged into the parallelograM 
cross section, changing the acute angle ~ down to 30·, have 
been put along the corners of the guide. 

The two ends of the waveguide heve been short-circuited 
wi th two brass plates. The clivi ty thoJS obhined Clln be put in 
resonance in Many ways. We are interested in those Modes 
which are reillted to the longitudinal propllgation. 

Moreover, eKpressing (2) in terM' of wllvelenghts we can ob
tai.n the well known equation 

where Ag is the guide wavelenght. 
Mellsuring the resonant frequencies and using (7) we can cal

culate the parallelograM shaped guide cut-off frequencies. 
The cavity was coupled to the signal generator and to the 

Measuring device with very SMall loops that didn't apprecia
bly affected the guide characteristics. 

The signal, after deModulation, was displayed, together 
with the frequency marks, on the screen of a Polyskop IV 
Rhode & Schwarz, with the sweep sinchronized with the signal 
generator. 

The inner design diMensions of the rectangular cavity reso
nator were of 400, 564 and 700 •• and the mechanical realiza
tion introduced errors of only few ~illiMeters, that however 
affected the parallelism of corresponding sides. 

The TE ,o propagation Mode corresponds to the resonance 
TE ,o, and, as is expected, the resonant frequency decreases 
when the angle ~ decreases. This i, the dOMinant Mode for the 
parallelograM waveguide. 

The TEo1 corl'esponds to the resonance TEo11 . 
For ~ = 45 q the uasured frequllncy is 564.8 ;: 0.25 MHz, 

while the one calculated with (6) and (7) is 564.3 t 1.B MHz . 
. The errors are large because of the poor parallelisM, but 

the separation with further resonllnces is significant and so 
the previous hypothesis about the pattern Modification of the 
electrOMagnetic fields seeMS to be very probable. 

In the fig. 4, 5, 6 there are graphs of the cut-off wave
lenghts, norMalized to the corresponding ones of the rectan
gular guide, shown for different ratios of the sides in the 
cross section of the waveguide, versus the lingle «, for the 
Modes derived from TE ,o , TEo1 and TE

"
. 
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Fig, 4 - TE'D derived cut-off wavelenghts Ap of the paral
lelogram waveguide, normalized to the cut-off wavelenghts ~" 
of the rectangular guide for verious ratios of the sides of 
the cross-section, The dots are eKperiMentel points, The 
error is ~ 0,5'; ± 0,005 • 
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Fig. 5 - TED. derived cut-off wavelenghts Xp of the paral
lelogr.. guide, nornUzed to the cut-off wavelenght). .. for 
various ratios of the sides of the cross section. The dots 
are experi.ental points. The error h1:0.5·; :to.005 . 
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Fig. 6 - TEll derived cut-off wavelenghts Ap of the paral
lelograM guide, nor.~lized to the cut-off wavelenght ~ft for 
two ratios of the sides of the cross section. The dots .re 
experiMental point!!. The error i.±O.5°; ±O.005 . 
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

A computer program written in FORTRAN on a VAX/II-750 has 
been made to simulate the electroMagnetic fields into the wa
veguide, and so to obtain another independent proof of th. 
theoric arguMentations. 

The numerical method followed is that of finite-difference, 
with positive-definite successive ov.r-re18xation (PDSORI 
(6), (9); see also (12) for a review of various M.thods. 

First a square mesh is superiMposed over the . section as in 
fig. 7. This is made in a way to obtain a perfect fit on the 
lower side of the parallelogram and to have a wymmetrical si 
tuation on the diagonal sides . 
Th~ upper side is approximated to the nearest row of nodes 

of the mesh, while some diagonal cases are showed in fig. 8 
(note the perfect fit for 45°1. 

II / 
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/ I h 
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Fig. 7 

The me t hod of successive mesh halving is used, so the ini 
tial mesh is a large one. This procedure seems speed the con
vergence of the pr ocess. 

Referl'ing to fig . 7; equation ( 1) wl'i t ten in his fini
te-difference form becomes 

(81 ( 4 - A l'Pc - 'f', - 'f., - 'fd - '1'. = 0 

having put 

(9 I A = ( h kc I" 
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Fig , 8 
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(8) is often referred to as the five-point operator equa
tion, because in it appear the central node and the four a
dJacent ones. 

It is clear that this equation represents an eigenvalue pro
blem of type 

( 10) A-~I)'''O 

where t is the coluen vector foreed by the values of ~ 1 at 
the various nodes. 

Let us plJt 

(11) B=A-XI 

To solve (11) we IJse a dil'ect stand'.lrd eethod on a coarse 
eesh. In this .anner we obt'.lin an initial estiMate of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. At this point, (8) is applied 
subsequently to all nodes of the Mesh for a .Mall nueber of 
iterations with A fixed, then we use the actual value of r to 
COMpute a new value of A through the foreula (see [7] pp. 
74-75) 

(12) "\. (r+1) = ( l(r)T A ,'r) )/( I' T I 1'\ r) 'r» 

where r is the progl'l!ssive iteration nUllber and T indicate 
the transpose of a Matrix. 

This process is repeated to obtain a new estillate of I and 
so on. 

A theoreM [8] ensures correct convergence of this aethod if 
and only if B is a positive semidefinite Matrix. 

So, in general, successful iterations of (11) '.lre guaran
teed only for the fundamental Mode, because for higher order 
modes B isn't '.l positive seMidefinite Matrix yet (see [9] p. 
427) . 

To avoid this, a new matrix 

(13) C = BT B 

is defined. 
Since 

det ( C ) = det ( BT ) det ( B ) = ( det ( B ) ) z 

the following equ'.ltion 

(14) CI=O 

is satisfied by the saMe eigenvalues and eigenvectors that 
satisfy (11). 

It is po.sible to deMonstrate [10] that the sYMMetric 
Matrix C is positive seaidefinite for correct eigenvalues and 
positive definite elsewhere. 

From the practical point of view, the reliability of using 
(14) instead of (11) arises froa the fact that the rows of C 
can be generated one at 8 tille, in the eOMent they are nee-
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ded. 
Hore exactly, as well 

involved in cOMputation 
tral node and the twelve 

explained in Cl0l, the only nodes 
of the coefficients c.J are the cen
adjacent ones (fig. 9). 

~ 
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Fig. 9 

Thus · in this case we have 

(15) c ... 'f, + c .... '1' .. + ••. + C .. M'f'M • 0 

instead of (8). 

The coefficients c~. of the 
equation are easily calculated 
illustrated in Cl0l. 

.atrix C appearing in this 
froM the coefficients of B, as 

However, 
convergence, 
replaced by 

since we use the relsxation .ethod to speed the 
equation (15) is not really used. Instead it is 

+ co" 'f.,(r+1) + c gn 'Ph(r) + •• I + 

where \.U is the accelerating factor that varin in the range 0 
to 2. 

In case w· 1 equation (16) reduces to (15). If OJ ( 1 we 
speak of under-relaxation, that doesn't however take place in 
our case. So, because in general 1 (OJ (2, the Method is 
called over-relaxation. 

Equation (16) converges rapidly for an appropriate choice 
of the paraMeter UU , but doesn't exists an analytical way to 
find this value. So we perforMed various trials, after which 
we chose the procedure indicated by Carr. Clll. 

There are SOMe controls to prevent the appearance of oscil
lations of the eigenvalues or eigenvectors around the solu
tion j we have fOIJnd good to put \.U. 1 for a few i hrations 
when the solution shows SOMe tendency to oscillate. 

The process is terMinated when the differences between suc
cessive estiMates of A and I, calculated respectively with 
(12) and with a cOMputation of II terM R called "residual" 
Cl0l, are siMultaneously SMaller than prefixed constants . 

Notice that the thirteen-point operator defined by (15) can 



be treated 8S cOMposed by five operators of five-point type 
(fig. 9). So the boundary conditions problea reduces to that 
of five-point operators. 

In our ca.e the aanners in which such operators can stand 
with respect of the borders are .howed in fig. 10. 
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e 

e 
Fig. 10 

c 

For each case the introduction of condition (~) in (8) has 
been treated by the following equations (in order a to f): 

~ - i\ )'1' c - 'fa - 2'fd - 'P. .. 0 

( 4 - ). )'f'c - 2'1' .. - 2'f' •• 0 

4 - ). )'f'c - 2'1'. - 2'f'd • 0 

4 - ). )'fc - 'fa -'fd- 2'f' • .. 0 

( 4 - i\. )'('c - 3'f' .. - '1' .. • 0 

2 - ;l. )'/'c - 2'1' ... 0 

The criterion used to obtain the.e equation. is the 
following: for each point out.ide the border (aarked by a 
'x' in fig. 10) we have defined its iaage-point, i.e. the 
point syaaetrical with re.pect to the border. 

For in.tance, in ca.e b, the iaage-point of point b i. e; 
in ca.e e, point d i. the iaage-point of both point. a and b. 

Hence, the boundary condition (4) i •• i.ulated as.igning to. 
the external point a value equal to it. iaage-point. 

Notice that in ca.e f, the laplacian operator reduce. only 
to the x-coaponent. 

If we had con.idered the TK aode., the condition (3) would 
have been auch .a.ier to 5i.ulate. 

In fact in this case it is only nece.sary to put equal to 
zero .11 the boundary node •. 

Iapleaenting the •• idea. in the coaputer prograa we have 
obtained the following results. 
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NUHERICAL RESULTS 

The following tables contain the data obtained froM the pro
gram for various angles and for three ratios between sides, 

These data refer to the funda.ental .ode (TE. o ) and the 
two modes i •• ediately following, i,e , TEo. and TE •• , As 
you'll see, because the TEo. increases in frequency while 
TE •• diminishes when the acute angle of the parallelogram get 
smaller, it is possible, below a certain angle, that the 
second mode becomes the TE •• instead of TEo., 

Further.ore, for high side ratios, it is possible that , the 
mode TEzo has a lower cutoff frequency than TEo. and TE •• ; 
this is the cale for example of alb z 2, 

The symbols A~ and A~ indicate respectively 
velenghts for the parallelograM and for the 
rectangle, These value. must be Multiplied by 
a, of course, 

the cutoff Wll
corresponding 

the Najor side 

The percent error E~ reported in the tables is the ratio 

that is the difference between the approximated height of the 
parallelogram '1' and the true height 'l~', divided by l~ 
itlelf , Naturally, E~ greater than zero means an excess ap
proximation of the height and conversely, 

This error alters above all the modes TEo. and TE ••. His 
influence can be estimated through the following considera
tions: if, referring for instance to the case alb = ~, w. 
calculate the cutoff frequency of a rectangular guide with 
sides' a' and 'a<1+~~)/~', we find the reslJlt 1.4286a fOI" 
the cutoff wavelenght TEo.; this number is not much close to 
the theoric result ( ~); note however that it is very good 
when compared with the value in the table 2, 

TE .0 TE o. TE II 

\;" (I.) ).,.. ). .. /),,, ). ~ ).~ / ).R A .. ). .. /),,. 
0,00 1,99995 0,99998 1,99995 0,99998 1,41418 0,99998 
0,38 2,07294 1,03647 1,92745 0,96372 1,41631 1. 0014,8 
1. 54 2 , 15371 1,07690 1,85900 0,92950 1 , 43602 1. 01542 
3,53 2,20385 1. 10192 1,79228 0,89614 1,44288 1,02027 

-1.18 2,25290 1,12645 1. 66565 0,83283 1,45583 1. 02943 
0,31 2,32848 1, 16424 1,58823 0,79412 1,48863 1,05262 

-1. 03 2,36243 1,18121 1. 48657 0,74328 1,49767 1,05902 
-0,11 2,41373 1, 20686 1,3951t6 0,69773 1,52628 1,07924 

0,42 2,44769 1,22385 1,29985 0,61t992 1,54562 1,09292 
1. 02 2,1t7868 1,23934 1,19901 0,59951 1,56486 1. 10652 
0,01 2,1801t2 1,09021 1,01236 0,50618 1,42622 1,00849 

TABLE 1 - Numerical results for various angles and Nodes , and 
for a ratio a/bEl, 
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TE 1D TE D1 TE 11 

~" (X) .... .... I)." A,. ). .. 1)." ). .. ). .. I)." 

1.0.2 1.99995 0..99997 1. 42854 1. 0.10.14 1.16245 1. 0.0.671 
1.40. 2 .0.0.341 1. 0.0.171 1.42546 1.0.0.795 1.16728 1.0.10.89 

-0..58 2 . 0.1799 1.0.0.899 1. 37241 0..970.45 1.17153 1. 0.1458 
1. 36 2.0.4135 1.0.20.68 1. 36431 0..96471 1.20.562 1. 0.4410. 
0..33 2. 0.680.6 1.0.340.3 1. 30.179 0..920.51 1.22278 

I 
1. 0.5896 

0..31 2.0.9861 1. 0.4930. 1.24833 0..88270. 1.24440. 1.0.7768 
0..49 2.12536 1.0.6268 1.1930.3 0..84360. 1.2620.9 1.0.930.0. 
0. .71 2.15197 1. 0.7599 1.1250.3 0..79552 1.28689 1 . 11448 

-0..59 2.15956 1.0.7978 1. 0.4855 0..74144 1. 29211 1.1190.0. 
0..0.0. 2.18453 1.0.9226 0..9990.5 0..70.643 1.30.913 1.13374 
0..0.1 2.12521 1.0.6261 0..97184 0..68719 1.30.528 1.130.41 

TABLE 2 - Numerical results for v~rious angles end mode., and 
for a ratio alb-Vi between sides. 

TE 1D TE ZD TE D1 TE 11 

€" (X) ). .. ... .. /)." ). .. ). .. ). .. ). .. f)." 

0..0.0. 1.99994 0..99997 0..99999 0..99999 0..89441 0..99998 
0..38 2.0.0.172 1.0.0.0.86 1 . 0.0.0.86 0..99895 0..8890.4 0. .99398 
1.54 2.0.0.667 1.0.0.333 1. 0.2168 0..99965 0..87691 0..980.42 
3.53 2.0.1448 1.0.0.724 1.0.4722 0..96248 0..85976 0..96124 

-1. 77 2.0.2249 1. 0.1124 1.0.5549 o..92B34 0..80.462 0..89959 
0..31 2.0.3731 1. 0.1866 1. 0.8173 0..91899 0..78236 0..87471 

-1.0.3 2.0.4360. 1. 0.2180. 1.0.9287 0..88123 0..74511 0..8330.6 
1.73 2 . 0.5818 1.0.290.9 1.11620. 0..87548 0..72410. 0..80.957 
0..42 2.0.5996 1.0.2998 1.1240.9 0..85197 0..69225 0..77396 
1.0.2 2.0.6370. 1.0.3185 1.13748 0..85189 0..67292 0..75235 
3.71 1. 99710. 0..99855 1.12760. 0..85263 0..63295 0..70.766 

TABLE 3 - NumericGl results for various angles Gnd model, Gnd 
for a ratio afb a 2. The Modes TEzD and TED1 have )." 
equal to one. The TEz1 , not reported here, below 60.' 
becomes the fourth mode instead of TE" thGt shows 
now a decrease of his ). .. when II( diminishes. 

A COMparison between numerical and experimental data can be 
done through the following diagraMS. Here the smGll circle. 
r.present the computed results and the curves are those 
previously seen in figg. 4, 5 and 6. 

Apart from the height iMpreCision, th.re is anoth.r source 
of error. In fGct below 45' the boundary conditions approxima
tion ·can give rise to an erratic behaviour of the fields near 
the acute Gngles. This aff.cts mostly the TE'D and TE" modes. 
To avoid this it would b. n.c •••• ry to introduc. much more 
complex approximations of (4); · ••• for in.t.nce [13l. 
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Finally the graphics below show the behaviour of the 
transvers. electric field for various cross-sections. 

Notic. that so.e graphs are co.posed by dotted lines too. In 
this case the continuous curves represent a field going toward 
the top of the parallelogra., while dotted lines are those in 
which the field goes toward the botto •. 

In other graphs there are so.e arrows to indicate the 
direction in which the lines flow. 
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Fig. 14 - TE. o for a/b=1 and 80· Fig. 1~ - TE. o for a/b=1 and 60· 

Fig. 16 - TEo. for a/b-1 and 60· Fig. 17 - TED. for a/b- 1 and 4~· 
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Fig. 18 - TE •• for a/b-1 and BO· 

Fig. 20 - TE. o for a/b= V2 and 65· 
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'-. \ \ ," \ 
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Fig. 22 - TEo. for ./b- V2 .nd 45° 

, 
, 

Fig. 19 - TE •• for a/b-1 and 45· 

I / -..... 

...- ------(-- -------
7 J 

~ L. 

Fig. 21 - TEo. for ./b- V2 and 80. 

Fig. 23 - TEo. for alb- V2 .nd 40· 



Fig, 21t - TE11 for alb- V2 and 80° 

Fig, 26 - TE11 for a/bz {2 and 1t5° 

Fig, 28 - TEol for a/b=2 and 65° 
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Fig, 25 - TEll for e/b-1/2 and 65 0 
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Fig, 29 - TE.o for e/b-2 and 50 0 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In spit. of so •• occasional probl •• , the r.sults obtain.d 
ar. significant. A th.or.tical confir.ation app.ers frOM the 
graphs of figg. 16 and 22, too. Th. lett.r cas. is the .od. 
gov.rn.d by (5) and (6) and y.t illustrat.d in fig. 3aj the 
for •• r .od. d.riv.s fro. the aquilat.ral triangle and is rul.d 
by the following .quations: 

H,. • - 2 cos (ny/h) cos (n/3-nx/h '/3) - cos (n/3+2nx/h '/3) 

).(! • 1.5 a 

wh.r. h is the height of the parallelogra •. 
So w. can tell to hav. achieved in this work two principal 

result.: first, both the experi.ents and the nUMerical 
iterations have reve.led the exist.nce of a previously unknown 
do.inant Modej now reMains opened the probleM to find 
analytical solutions in teras of ele.entary functions for it, . 
and even for a generic Mode, if possible. 

Then we've got an idea about the fields pattern inside the 
waVtguide, and how it changes varying the I!Icuh angle of the 
parallelograM , At this purpose very interesting is the shape 
of the TE •• Mode. 

Moreover note that the correct 
frequencies for the dOMinant and 
can be interesting for the use of 
filter •. 

knowledge 
the first 
this kind 

of the cutoff 
two higher Modes 

of guides as Mode 

At last the authors want to thank prof. Hario Puglisi for 
SOMe helpful criticiSM on this topic, and all the other per
sons that in SOMe .anner have helped our Job to be completed. 
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